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Pandorum is a 2009 British-German sci-fi horror film with elements of
Lovecraftian horror and survival adventure. Consists of 12 parts (one of which

lasts longer than the previous ones) and tells about a group of obsessed
puppeteers, gradually directing the world into the unknown, forcing it to serve
them. However, in the process of working on the picture, the director felt that

the film should have more mysticism and horror. As a result, he gave it another
name - The Darkness. The designation "4:22" is given in honor of the scene
from the film when the Judge in Shadowland delivers the final verdict. The

developers also use secret signs in the film, which they call "Argonight
Channels". Work on the trilogy started in October 2007. Key performers

included Wes Anderson, Robert Rodriguez and Kevin Smith, who directed the
film of the same name in 2012. Later they were joined by Matt Reeves (Sin
City 2, Bad Boys 2 and other films) and Sean Bean (Oculus, The X-Files: I
Want to Believe). As a result of filming "Scream", two weeks passed. An

autopsy on Chris Young's body showed that the cause of death was cardiac
arrest caused by asphyxiation with a hose from an oxygen tank. There were no
signs of violent death. Due to the structure of the teeth of Chris's attacker, the

stripping of the threads in the hose would have been the cause of death,
provided that an unknown person could stick the hose into the hole formed in

the hose tube. But as a result, it turns out that the killer deliberately stood on the
hose, and the attempt to cut the hose from the body did not give any result. In
connection with these circumstances, the police put forward various theories
about what happened. Some believe that the purpose of the murder was to
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create the illusion that the victim was strangled in her sleep. And that's why he
survived. Others believe, and not without reason, that the killer was found in the
room where the rubber hose stood and where he put his prey, not realizing that

in this way the killer himself cut off his escape route. Be that as it may, the
experts determined that death was due to a heart attack as a result of a pinched

heart muscle between the hose and Chris's body. As for the causes of death, as a
result of the autopsy, they were established quite accurately, but the final

answer is not
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